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Abstract
In this paper, we build on a deep translational action
recognition network which takes RGB frames as input to
learn to predict both action concepts and auxiliary supervi-
sory feature descriptors e.g., Optical Flow Features and/or
Improved Dense Trajectory descriptors. The translation
is performed by so-called hallucination streams trained to
predict auxiliary cues which are simultaneously fed into
classification layers, and then hallucinated for free at the
testing stage to boost recognition. In this paper, we design
and hallucinate two descriptors, one leveraging four popu-
lar object detectors applied to training videos, and the other
leveraging image- and video-level saliency detectors. The
first descriptor encodes the detector- and ImageNet-wise
class prediction scores, confidence scores, and spatial lo-
cations of bounding boxes and frame indexes to capture the
spatio-temporal distribution of features per video. Another
descriptor encodes spatio-angular gradient distributions of
saliency maps and intensity patterns. Inspired by the char-
acteristic function of the probability distribution, we cap-
ture four statistical moments on the above intermediate de-
scriptors. As numbers of coefficients in the mean, covari-
ance, coskewness and cokurtotsis grow linearly, quadrati-
cally, cubically and quartically w.r.t. the dimension of fea-
ture vectors, we describe the covariance matrix by its lead-
ing n′ eigenvectors (so-called subspace) and we capture
skewness/kurtosis rather than costly coskewness/cokurtosis.
We obtain state of the art on three popular datasets.
1. Introduction
Action Recognition (AR) approaches have progressed
from hand-crafted video representations [13, 60, 35, 71, 72,
73] to approaches based on Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN) [62, 67, 18, 4]. The two-stream networks [62],
3D spatio-temporal features [67], spatio-temporal ResNet
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Figure 1: We use detectors and saliency in hallucination descrip-
tors. Figure 1a shows bounding boxes from four detectors. The
faster R-CNN detector with ResNet101 focuses on human-centric
actions such as stand, watch, talk, etc. The other three detectors
discover objects e.g., oven, sink, clock, etc. Figure 1b shows that
the MNL saliency detector focuses on spatial regions. Figure 1c
shows ACLNet saliency detector discovers motion regions.
model [18] and the new Inflated 3D (I3D) convolutions net-
work pre-trained on Kinetics-400 [4]. Often, AR networks
learn representations on the RGB and optical flow frames,
and they benefit from a late fusion (ahead of the classi-
fier level) with low-level representations such as Improved
Dense Trajectory (IDT) descriptors [73] due to their highly
complementary nature [21, 7, 8, 74, 9].
A recent deep translational AR pipeline [75] (we call
it DEEP-HAL) has successfully shown that IDT descrip-
tors encoded with Bag-of-Words (BoW) [63, 11] and Fisher
Vectors (FV) [50, 51] can be learnt by so-called halluci-
nation streams and generated at the testing stage to boost
results beyond a naive fusion of modalities. Furthermore,
both DEEP-HAL and approach [66] have demonstrated that
even optical flow frames encoded by a deep network can
be learnt by another network trained on RGB frames only,
thus pointing that training RGB and optical flow streams
of in the I3D network simultaneously is perhaps somewhat
redundant. DEEP-HAL [75] have attained state-of-the-art
results on several AR benchmarks by simply learning to
hallucinate IDT-based BoW/FV and Optical Flow Features
(OFF) from a single RGB stream I3D network.
DEEP-HAL opens up an exciting opportunity to in-
vestigate what other representations can co-regularize/self-
supervise an I3D network for AR with the goal of learning
to hallucinate costly representations at the training stage and
simply leveraging outputs of halluciantion streams at the
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Figure 2: We build on DEEP-HAL [75] which includes I3D RGB and Optical Flow networks (the latter net. is used only during training).
Specifically, we remove the prediction and the last 1D conv. layers from I3D RGB and optical flow streams, we feed the 1024×7 feature
representations X(rgb) into Bag-of-Words (BoW), Fisher Vector (FV), the Optical Flow Features (OFF) and the High Abstraction Features
(HAF) streams (dashed red) followed by the Power Normalization (PN) and Sketching (SK) blocks, the latter addition departs from DEEP-
HAL. The OFF stream is supervised by X(opt.). Moreover, we introduce DET1, ...,DET4, SAL1 and SAL2 streams corresponding to
our detector- and saliency-based descriptors (dashed blue). The resulting feature vectors ψ˜′(·), where (·) denotes the stream name e.g.,
(det1), ..., (det2) etc., are reweighted by corresponding weights w(·) and aggregated (sum) by (⊕). All ψ˜(·) are reweighted, aggregated
(sum) and fed to Prediction Network (PredNet). By!, we indicate that the Mean Square Error (MSE) losses are used during training (and
the class. loss) to supervise all streams outputting ψ˜′(·) by the ground-truth ψ
′
(·). By%, we indicate that the MSE losses are switched off
for testing and ψ˜′(·) are hallucinated/fed into PredNet to obtain labels y.
testing time. We leverage recent advances in deep trans-
lational AR pipelines. We build on DEEP-HAL which
already includes IDT-based BoW/FV and OFF streams.
However, we investigate the self-supervisory ability of ob-
ject/saliency detectors in hallucination-based AR pipelines.
In this paper, we design and hallucinate two kinds of
descriptors such as Object Detection Features (ODF) and
Saliency Detection Features (SDF). The ODF descriptor
leverages faster R-CNN detector [55] based on backbones
such as (i) Inception V2 [65], (ii) Inception ResNet V2 [64],
(iii) ResNet101 [28] and (iv) NASNet [85]. We note that the
Inception V2, Inception ResNet V2 and NASNet are pre-
trained on the COCO dataset [45], which contains 91 object
classes; whereas the ResNet101 is pre-trained on the AVA
v2.1 dataset [25] that contains 80 different human actions.
The above detector models are applied to training videos
with the goal of identifying humans and objects which are
relevant to the task of action recognition. Such detected ob-
jects together with their relevance and class labels summa-
rized with our descriptor are likely going to force the AR
pipeline to focus on these semantically important regions
correlating with relevant actions. Figure 1a illustrates a few
of bounding boxes detected by these four detectors.
The SDF leverages image- and video-level saliency de-
tectors such as MNL [83] and ACLNet [82] with the goal
of identifying salient regions correlating with the human
gaze in spatial and temporal sense. Both such saliency
maps extracted from training videos and summarized by our
descriptor are expected to help the AR pipeline learn spa-
tial and temporal regions correlating with relevant actions.
Figures 1b and 1c illustrate saliency maps extracted with
region- and temporally-wise saliency detectors.
IDT descriptors are fused with the majority of the mod-
ern CNN-based approaches [21, 7, 8, 74, 9] at the classi-
fier level for the best performance while DEEP-HAL [75]
learns to hallucinate them and simultaneously feeds them
into the classification branch called PredNet. In this pa-
per, we go further and prepare two compact descriptors,
ODF and SDF, and hallucinate them within DEEP-HAL.
We equip each hallucination branch with a weighting mech-
anism adjusted per epoch to attain the best results. Figure 2
illustrates DEEP-HAL at the conceptual level.
For ODF descriptors, per bounding box per frame, we
concatenate together (i) the one-hot detection and (ii) Im-
ageNet [58] scores, (iii) embedded confidence scores, (iv)
embedded bounding box coordinates, and (v) embedded
normalized frame index. For all bounding boxes, we stack
such features into a matrix. Inspired by the character-
istic function of the probability density fun., we extract
the mean, leading eigenvectors of covariance, skewness
and kurtosis. For SDF descriptors, per frame, we encode
saliency via (i) kernelized descriptor on spatio-angular gra-
dient distributions of saliency maps and (ii) intensity pat-
terns. We obtain an ODF per detector and an SDF per
saliency detector. Our contributions are as follows:
i. We propose to utilize the object and human detectors to
enhance the performance of AR pipelines.
ii. We design two types of compact descriptors called Ob-
ject Detection Features and Saliency Detection Fea-
tures for the use in AR pipelines. These descriptors are
statistically motivated high-order representations.
iii. We build on the recent DEEP-HAL [75] pipeline, we
introduce a weight learning mechanism for hallucinated
feature vectors, and ODF and SDF are hallucinated
which leads to the state-of-the-art performance.
2. Related Work
Below, we describe handcrafted spatio-temporal video
descriptors, their encoding strategies and the optical flow
used by DEEP-HAL [75]. We also describe deep learning
pipelines for video classification. Finally, we discuss the
object category and human detectors followed by the spatial
and temporal saliency detectors used in this work.
Early video descriptors. Early AR used on spatio-
temporal interest point detectors [43, 14, 5, 79, 44, 71] and
spatio-temporal descriptors [13, 60, 68, 71, 72, 73] which
capture various appearance and motion statistics.
As spatio-temporal interest point detectors is unable to
capture long-term motion patterns, a Dense Trajectory (DT)
[71] approach densely samples feature points in each frame
to track them in the video (via optical flow). Then, multiple
descriptors are extracted along trajectories to capture shape,
appearance and motion cues. As DT cannot compensate for
the camera motion, the IDT [73, 72] estimates the camera
motion to remove the global background motion. IDT also
removes inconsistent matches via a human detector. For
spatio-temporal descriptors, IDT employs HOG [22], HOF
[13] and MBH [72]. HOG [22] contains statistics of the
amplitude of image gradients w.r.t. the gradient orientation.
Thus, it captures the static appearance cues while its close
cousin, HOG-3D [35], is designed for spatio-temporal in-
terest points. In contrast, HOF [13] captures histograms of
optical flow while MBH [72] captures derivatives of the op-
tical flow, thus it is highly resilient to the global camera
motion whose cues cancel out due to derivatives. Thus,
HOF and MBH contain the zero- and first-order optical
flow statistics. Other spatio-temporal descriptors include
SIFT3D [60], SURF3D [79] and LTP [81].
In this work, we use the DEEP-HAL [75] setup. We en-
code HOG, HOF, and MBH descr. on the Improved Dense
Trajectories [71, 7, 9] via BoW [63, 11] and FV [50, 51].
BoW/FV encoding. BoW [63, 11], a global image repre-
sentation uses k-means vocabulary to which local descrip-
tors are assigned. Variants include Soft Assignment (SA)
[69, 37] and Localized Soft Assignment (LcSA) [46, 40].
As we use DEEP-HAL [75], we use BoW [11] with
Power Normalization [40], and FV [50, 51] which cap-
ture first- and second-order statistics of local descriptors as-
signed to GMM clusters. DEEP-HAL [75] setup describes
how to obtain the BoW/FV global descriptors.
Optical flow. A key component of modern AR pipelines
[62, 4, 20, 74], older optical flow methods cope with small
displacements [29, 49] while newer methods cope with
larger displacements e.g., Large Displacement Optical Flow
(LDOF) [3]. Recent methods use non-rigid descriptor or
segment matching [78, 2], or edge-preserving interpolation
[56]. As use the DEEP-HAL [75], we also use LDOF [49].
Object detectors. Widely used in computer vision [12,
24, 54], early detectors used handcrafted HOG and/or opt.
flow descriptors [12, 13]. Modern deep learning methods
include Region-based Convolutional Neural Networks (R-
CNN) [24], its faster variants [23, 55], its mask-based vari-
ants [27], and YOLO [54], YOLO v2, YOLO v3 etc., which
use a single network for efficiency.
In this paper, we use the faster R-CNN detector [55]
with backbones such as (i) Inception V2 [65], (ii) Inception
ResNet V2 [64], (iii) ResNet101 [28] and (iv) NASNet [85].
As the Inception V2, Inception ResNet V2 and NASNet are
pre-trained on the COCO dataset [45], they detect from 91
object classes good at summarizing e.g., indoor environ-
ments and helping us associate the scene context with ac-
tions. The ResNet101 model is pre-trained on the AVA v2.1
dataset [25] with 80 different human actions, thus directly
helping human-centric action recognition problems.
In addition to the classification scores from detectors,
we described each bounding box with ImageNet [58] scores
from pre-trained Inception ResNet V2 [64].
Saliency detectors. Image regions correlating with human
visual attention are detected by saliency detectors in the
form of saliency maps. Conventional saliency detectors un-
derperform on complex scenes due to human-defined priors
[84]. Deep saliency models [76, 30] outperform conven-
tional saliency detectors but they require laborious pixel-
wise labels. Recent popular models include MNL [83]
(weakly-supervised model), RFCN [76] (a fully-supervised
model) and a cheap non-CNN Robust Background Detector
(RBD) [84] (see survey [1] for more details).
For the spatial saliency, we use MNL [83] trained on
multiple noisy labels from weak and noisy unsupervised
handcrafted saliency methods. For temporal saliency, we
use ACLNet [82], a CNN-LSTM based mechanism.
Deep learning AR. Early AR CNN models use frame-
wise features and average pooling [34] discarding the tem-
poral order. Thus, frame-wise CNN scores were fed to
LSTMs [15] while the two-stream networks [62] compute
representations per RGB frame and per 10 stacked opti-
cal flow frames. Finally, spatio-temporal 3D CNN filters
[33, 67, 18, 70] model spatio-temporal patterns.
As two-stream networks [62] discard the temporal or-
der, rank pooling [20, 21, 8, 74, 8, 74] and higher-order
pooling [7, 36, 39, 16] are popular. A recent I3D model
[4] ‘inflates’ 2D CNN filters pre-trained on ImageNet to
spatio-temporal 3D filters, and implements temporal pool-
ing. We use DEEP-HAL [75] which employs a 1D con-
volution for temporal pooling on the I3D network, but our
proposed object and saliency descriptors are independent of
the backbone–we are concerned with the design/ability of
ODF/SDF to co-regularize DEEP-HAL for the best perfor-
mance.
Power Normalization. For BoW/FV and CNN-based
streams, the so-called burstiness defined as ‘the property
that a given visual element appears more times in an im-
age than a statistically independent model would predict’
[32] has to be tackled. Thus, we employ Power Normaliza-
tion [40, 38, 39, 41] which suppresses the burstiness via the
so-called MaxExp pooling [40] given in Section 3.
3. Background
In what follows, we present Power Normalization [40,
39], count sketches [77], and the RBF feature maps which
we use in our pipeline with the goal of the burstiness and di-
mensionality reduction, and Cartesian coordinate/frame in-
dex encoding. Firstly, we explain our notations.
Notations. We use boldface uppercase letters to express
matrices e.g., M ,P , regular uppercase letters with a sub-
script to express matrix elements e.g., Pij is the (i, j)th
element of P , boldface lowercase letters to express vec-
tors, e.g. x,φ,ψ, and regular lowercase letters to denote
scalars. Vectors can be numbered e.g., xn while regular
lowercase letters with a subscript express an element of vec-
tor e.g., vxi is the ith element of x. Operators ‘;’ and ‘,’
concatenate vectors along the first and second mode, respe.,
}i∈IKvi = [v1; ...;vK ] and }2i∈IKvi = [v1, ...,vK ] con-
catenate a group of vectors in the first and second mode,
resp., ⊕ denotes the aggregation (sum) while Id denotes an
index set of integers {1, ..., d}.
3.1. Power Normalization
Proposition 1. Sigmoid (SigmE), a Max-pooling approxi-
mation [41], is an extension of the MaxExp operator de-
fined as g(ψ, η)=1−(1−ψ)η for η>1 to the operator with
a smooth derivative, a response defined for real-valued ψ
(rather than ψ≥0), a parameter η′ and a small const. ′:
g(ψ, η′)=
2
1+e−η′ψ/(‖ψ‖2+′)
−1. (1)
Proof. See papers [40, 41] for extensive considera-
tions.
As papers [40, 75] show that various pooling operators
perform similarly, we equip our hallucination streams with
SigmE followed by count sketching described below.
3.2. Count Sketches
Sketching vectors by the count sketch [10, 77] is used for
their dimensionality reduction which we use in this paper.
Proposition 2. Let d and d′ denote the dimensionality of the
input and sketched output vectors, respectively. Let vector
h ∈ Idd′ contain d uniformly drawn integer numbers from
{1, ..., d′} and vector s ∈ {−1, 1}d contain d uniformly
drawn values from {−1, 1}. Then, the sketch projection ma-
trix P ∈{−1, 0, 1}d′×d becomes:
Pij=
{
si if hi=j,
0 otherwise,
(2)
and the sketch projection p : Rd→Rd′ is a linear operation
given as p(ψ)=Pψ (or p(ψ;P )=Pψ to highlight P ).
Proof. It directly follows from the definition of the count
sketch e.g., see Definition 1 [77].
Remark 1. Count sketches are unbiased estimators:
Eh,s(p(ψ,P (h, s)), p(ψ′,P (h, s))) = 〈ψ,ψ′〉. As vari-
ance Vh,s(p(ψ), p(ψ′)) ≤ 1d′
(
〈ψ,ψ′〉2 + ‖ψ‖22‖ψ′‖22
)
,
we larger sketches are less noisy. Thus, for every modal-
ity we compress, we use a separate sketch matrix P .
Proof. For the first and second property, see Appendix A of
paper [77] and Lemma 3 [52].
3.3. Kernel Linearization
Let Gσ(x−x′) = exp(−‖x−x′‖22 /2σ2) denote a stan-
dard Gaussian RBF kernel centered at x′and having a band-
width σ. Kernel linearization refers to rewriting this Gσ as
an inner-product of two infinite-dimensional feature maps.
To obtain these maps, we use a fast approximation method
based on probability product kernels [31]. Specifically, we
employ the inner product of d′′-dimensional isotropic Gaus-
sians given x,x′∈Rd′′. Thus, we have:
Gσ(x−x′)=
(
2
piσ2
)d′′
2
∫
ζ∈Rd′′
Gσ/
√
2(x−ζ)Gσ/√2(x′−ζ) dζ. (3)
Eq. (3) is then approximated by replacing the integral with
the sum overZ pivots ζ1, ..., ζZ , thus yielding a feature map
φ as:
φ(x; {ζi}i∈IZ ) =
[
Gσ/
√
2(x− ζ1), ..., Gσ/√2(x− ζZ)
]T
, (4)
and Gσ(x−x′) ≈
〈√
cφ(x),
√
cφ(x′)
〉
, (5)
where c is a const. Eq. (5) is the linearization of the RBF
kernel. Eq. (4) is the feature map. {ζi}i∈IZ are pivots. As
we use 1 dim. signals, we simply cover interval [0; 1] with
Z equally spaced pivots. For clarity, we drop {ζi}i∈IZ and
write φ(x), etc.
4. Approach
Our pipeline is illustrated in Figure 2. It consists of
(i) streams already present in DEEP-HAL [75] such as the
FV/BoW streams (dashed red), the High Abstraction Fea-
tures (HAF) stream and the Optical Flow Features (OFF)
which are fed into (ii) the Prediction Network abbreviated
as PredNet. In this paper we focus on two non-trivial
streams, that is the Object Detection Features and Saliency
Detection Features (dashed blue) (ODF and SDF for short).
BoW/FV/OFF streams take the I3D intermediate repre-
sentations generated from the RGB frames and learn to hal-
lucinate BoW/FV and the I3D optical flow representations
via the MSE loss between the ground-truth BoW/FV/OFF
and the outputs of BoW/FV/OFF streams. The same MSE
loss is applied to the ODF and SDF streams. However, the
design of compact ground-truth ODF and SDF descriptors
is one of our main contributions.
Moreover, the HAF stream processes the I3D repre-
sentations before they are combined with the hallucinated
streams. PredNet fuses the combined BoW/FV/OFF/HAF
and our new ODF and SDF to learn actions on videos. Be-
low, we start by describing how we obtain our ODF and
SDF descriptors before we describe modules of DEEP-
HAL [75] and our modifications. One change is that
we learn weights for the weighted mean pooling (i.e.,∑
i w
′
iψ/
∑
i w
′
i) of each stream to avoid concatenation
of streams, thus we prevent overparametrization. Firstly,
we start by the statistical motivation regarding higher-order
representations we use in ODF and SDF.
4.1. Statistical Motivation
Before we outline our ODF and SDF descriptors, it
is paramount to motivate the use of higher-order statis-
tics on which we build. To compare videos, we want
to capture a distribution of local features/descriptors e.g.,
detection scores. The characteristic function ϕΥ (ω) =
EΥ
(
exp(iωTυ)
)
describes the probability density fΥ (υ) of
some video features (local features υ∼Υ ). This gives us the
following Taylor expansion of the characteristic function:
EΥ
( ∞∑
r=0
ij
r!
〈υ,ω〉r
)
≈ 1
N
N∑
n=0
∞∑
N
ir
r!
〈↑⊗rυn, ↑⊗rω〉= (6)
1
N
N∑
n=0
∞∑
r=0
ir
r!
〈
1
N
N∑
n=0
↑⊗rυn, ↑⊗rω
〉
=
∞∑
r=0
〈
X (r), i
r
r!
↑⊗rω
〉
,
where i is the imaginary number, and a tensor descriptor
X (r) = 1N
N∑
n=0
↑⊗rυn. In principle, with infinite data and
infinite moments, one can fully capture fΥ (υ). In prac-
tice, first-, second- and third-order moments are typically
sufficient, however, second- and third-order tensors grow
quadratically and cubically w.r.t. the size of υ. Thus, in
what follows, we represent second-order moments not by a
covariance matrix but by the subspace corresponding to the
top n′ leading eigenvectors. We also make use of the cor-
responding eigenvalues of the signal. Finally, it suffices to
notice that κ(r) =diag
(
X (r)
)
corresponds to the notion of
order r cumulants used in calculations of skewness (r= 3)
and kurtosis (r=4) but it grows linearly w.r.t. the size of υ.
Thus, in what follows, we use the `2 normalized mean, lead-
ing eigenvectors (and trace-normalized eigenvalues), skew-
ness and kurtosis (rather than coskewness and cokurtosis)
to obtain compact representation of ODF and SDF.
4.2. Object Detection Features
Each object bounding box is described by the feature
vector of the following form:
υ=
[
δ(y(det));y(inet);φ(ς);}i∈I4φ(vi);φ
(
t−1
τ−1
)]
∈Rd, (7)
where δ = [0, ..., 1, ..., 0]T is a vector with all zeros but
a single 1 placed at the location y. As we have 91 object
classes for detectors trained on the COCO dataset and 80
classes for a detector trained on the AVA v2.1 dataset, we
simply assume y(det) ∈ I91+80, that is, the labels 0, ..., 91
describe classes from COCO while classes 92, ..., 80+91
describe classes from AVA v2.1. Moreover, y(inet)∈R1001
is an `1 normalized ImageNet class. score, 0 ≤ ς ≤ 1 is
the detector confidence score, v0, ..., v4 are the top-left and
bottom-right Cartesian coordinates of a bounding box nor-
malized in range [0; 1], and (t−1)/(τ−1) is the frame index
normalized w.r.t. the video sequence length τ . For feature
maps φ(·) defined in Eq. (4), we simply use Z = 7 pivots
and the σ of RBF is set to 0.5. Finally, for all detections
per video from a given detector, we first compute the mean
µ([υ1, ...,υN ])∈Rd (we writeµ) whereN is the total num-
ber of detections. Then, we form a matrix Υ ∈ Rd×N :
Υ =
1
J
[
1
K1
[
}2i∈IK1(υi1−µ)
]
, ...,
1
KJ
[
}2i∈IKJ(υiJ−µ)
]]
, (8)
whereKj denotes a number of detections per frame j∈IJ ,
from which we extract higher-order statistical moments as
described below. Of course, as N is large and its size varies
from video to video, hallucinating Υ directly is not feasible
(nor it would possess any useful descriptor properties such
as invariance to the bounding box order).
Firstly, we obtainUλV =svd (Υ ) rather thanUλ2UT =
eig
(
ΥΥ T
)
as N  d, where U = [u1,u2, ...]. Take
X (t)({v−µ}Nn=0) (which we abbreviate below simply to
X (t)) and κ(r) =diag
(
X (r)
)
defined in Section 4.1. Then,
we form our multi-moment descriptor ψ(det)∈Rd(4+n′):
ψ(det)=
[
µ
||µ2||2
;}2i∈In′ui
(
X (2)
)
;
κ(3)(
κ(2)
)3/2 ; κ(4)(κ(2))2 ; diag(λ
2)∑
iλ
2
ii
]
,
(9)
where n′ ≥ 1. The composition of Eq. (9) is described in
Section 4.1. It is easy to verify that κ
(3)
(κ(2))
3/2 and κ
(4)
(κ(2))
2
are the empirical versions of skewness and kurtosis given
by
EΥ((υ−µ)3)
E3/2Υ ((υ−µ)2)
and
EΥ((υ−µ)4)
E2Υ((υ−µ)2)
, respectively.
4.3. Saliency Detection Features
Firstly, we extract directional gradients from saliency
frames with discretised gradient operators [−1, 0, 1] and
[−1, 0, 1]T . Next, we obtain gradient amplitude and ori-
entation maps Λ and θ per frame which we encode by:
υ′=
∑
i∈IW ,j∈IH
Λijφ(θij/(2pi))⊗φ
(
i−1
W−1
)
⊗φ
(
j−1
H−1
)
, (10)
where ⊗ is the Kronecker product and φ(θ) follows Eq. (4)
with the exception that the assignment to Gaussians is re-
alized in the modulo ring to respect the periodical nature
(a)
(b)
Figure 3: Stream details. Figure 3a a shows the stream archi-
tecture used by us for the FV, BoW, OFF, HAF, DET1, ...,DET4,
SAL1 and SAL2 streams. Figure 3b shows our PredNet. Oper-
ation and their parameters are in each block e.g., conv2d and its
number of filters/size, Power Normalization (PN) and Sketching
(SK). We indicate the size of input and/or output under arrows.
of 0≤ θ ≤ 2pi. We encode φ(θ) with 12 pivots which en-
code the orientation of gradients. The remaining maps φ(·)
are encoded with 5 pivots each, which correspond to spa-
tial binning. One can easily verify that υ′(sal) is similar to a
single CKN layer [47] but is simpler in design as for one di-
mensional variables we sample pivots (c.f . learn) for maps
φ(·). Each saliency frame is then described as a feature vec-
tor υ† = [υ′/||υ′||2;I:/||I:||1] ∈ Rd† , where I: denotes a vec-
torized low-resolution saliency map. Thus, υ† represents
the directional gradient statistics as well as the intensity-
based gist of saliency maps. Subsequently, we compute the
mean µ([υ†1, ...,υ
†
J ]) ∈ Rd
†
(we simply write µ) where J
is the total number of frames per video. Then, we obtain
Υ †=
[
υ†1, ...,υ
†
J
]
/J ∈Rd†×Jwhich is compactly described
by the multi-moment Eq. (9) resulting in ψ(sal)∈Rd(4+n†).
4.4. Hallucinating Streams/High Abstraction Feat.
Each hallucinating stream takes as input the I3D interme-
diate representation X(rgb) of size 1024×7 obtained by re-
moving the classifier and the last 1D conv. layer of I3D pre-
trained on Kinetics-400. For the BoW/FV/OFF and HAL
streams, we follow the steps described in the DEEP-HAL
approach [75]. For all streams, we use a Fully Connected
(FC) unit shown in Figure 3a. Each stream uses Power Nor-
malization (PN) realized via SigmE and Sketching (SK)
from 1000 to 512 dim via ψ˜′(·) = P˜(·)ψ˜(·). We have in-
troduced sketching into the hallucination stream after PN
as this results in a simple linear combination of non-linear
decisions due to PN which worked well in practice. The
outputs ψ˜′ can be now aligned with ground-truth ψ′(·) de-
scribed below. The same steps are applied to High Abstrac-
tion Features (HAF) which are combined with other streams
and also fed into PredNet (see Fig. 2). While hallucinating
streams co-supervise I3D via external ground-truth tasks,
HAF simply passes I3D features into PredNet.
Ground-truth BoW/FV/OFF. We follow the DEEP-HAL
setup [75] and apply PCA to a concatenation of IDT trajec-
tories (30 dim.), HOG (96 dim.), HOF (108 dim.), MBHx
(96 dim.) and MBHy (96 dim.). The resulting 213 dim.
local descriptors are encoded by FV and BoW with a 256
dim. and a 1000 dim. GMM and k-means dictionaries, resp.
For the OFF stream, we pre-computed I3D with LDOF
X(opt.) (Fig. 2). All ground-truth representations were
Power Normalized by SigmE/sketched to 512 dim. each via
ψ′(·) =P(·)ψ(·) and fed into the MSE loss. No ground-truth
testing data is used at training/testing time.
Ground-truth DET1, ...,DET4/SAL1/SAL2. The ODF
ground-truth training representations are of size 1214×N ,
where N is the total number of bounding boxes per video
(approx. from 50 to 10000). The feature dim. 1214 is com-
posed of 80+91 dim. one-hot detection classes, 6×7 are
the φ(·)-embedded confidence, bounding box coordinates
and the frame number, 1001 is the ImageNet score. We also
consider a variant without the RBF embedding, φ(x)=x of
size 1178×N . The SDF ground-truth training representa-
tions are of size 556×J , where J is the number of frames per
video. 300 dim. (12×5×5) concern spatio-angular gradient
distributions and 256 dim. (16×16) concern the luminance
of saliency maps. Each ODF and SDF is then encoded per
video with the multi-moment descriptor in Eq. (9) which
yields 1178×(4 +n′) and 556×(4 +n†) compact represen-
tations (we vary n′ and n† between 1 and 5). Finally, ODF
and SDF are Power Normalized by SigmE/sketched to 512
dim. each via ψ′(·) = P(·)ψ(·) and fed into the MSE loss.
No ground-truth testing rep. were used for training/testing.
4.5. Objective Function
During training, we combine MSE loss functions which
co-supervise hallucination streams with the classifier:
`∗(X ,y; Θ¯)= α|H|
∑
i∈H
∥∥ψ˜i−ψ′i∥∥22+`(f(ψ′(tot);Θ(pr)),y;Θ(`)) ,
where: ∀i∈H, ψ˜′i= P˜ig(}(X ,Θi), η) ,ψ′i=Piψi,
ψ′(haf) = P(haf)g
(
}(X ,Θ(haf)), η
)
,
ψ′(tot) =
1
|H∗|+1
(
w(haf)ψ
′
(haf)+
∑
i∈H∗
wiψ˜
′
i
)
,
ψ˜′(det) =
1
|D|
∑
i∈D
wiψ˜
′
i, ψ˜
′
(sal) =
1
|S|
∑
i∈S
wiψ˜
′
i. (11)
The above equation is a trade-off between the MSE loss
functions {‖ψ˜′i−ψ′i‖
2
2, i ∈ H} and the classification loss
`(·,y;Θ(`)) with some label y ∈ Y and parameters
Θ(`) ≡ {W ,b}. The trade-off is controlled by α ≥ 0
while MSE is computed over hall. streams i∈H, and H≡
{(fv1), (fv2), (bow), (off), (det1), ..., (det4), (sal1), (sal2)}
is our set of hallucination streams. Moreover, g(·, η)
is a Power Norm. in Eq. (1), f(·;Θ(pr)) is the
PredNet module with parameters Θ(pr) which we
learn, {}(·,Θi), i ∈ H} are the hallucination streams
while {ψ˜i, i ∈ H} are the corresponding hallucinated
BoW/FV/OFF/ODF/SDF representations. We set α = 1.
Moreover, }(·,Θ(haf)) is the HAF stream with the
sketched output ψ′(haf) = P(haf)ψ(haf). For the hallu-
cination streams, we learn parameters {Θi, i ∈ H} while
for HAF, we learn Θ(haf). The full set of parameters we
learn is defined as Θ¯≡ ({Θi, i∈H},Θ(haf),Θ(pr),Θ(`)).
Furthermore, {P˜i, i ∈ H} and {Pi, i ∈ H} are the
projection matrices for count sketching of streams
{ψ˜i, i ∈ H} and the ground-truth feature vectors
{ψi, i ∈ H}. Finally, for ψ′(tot) is a weighted average
of several streams fed into the PredNet module f . More-
over, H∗ ≡ {(fv1), (fv2), (bow), (off), (det), (sal)},
D≡{(det1), ..., (det4)} and S≡{(sal1), (sal2)}. Section
3.2 details how to select matrices P . Let T be set to either
H∗, D or S, then our weights are:
wi=
1
|T |
max(w′βi, ρ)∑
j∈Tmax(w
′β
j, ρ)
, (12)
Prior to CNN training, we train an SVM on each ground-
truth stream separately (using a manageable training sub-
set), and we set weights w′ proportionally to the accuracies
obtained on the validation set. For the HAF stream, we sim-
ply set w′(haf) =
1
|H∗|+1 and ρ=0.1. For the first few epochs
(i.e., 10), we set β = 0 so that all streams receive equal
weights. Subsequently, in each epoch, we run the Golden-
section search to find the best β ≥ 0. We start from initial
boundary values β ∈ {0, 50}, we train an SVM on a man-
ageable subset of training data and evaluate on the valida-
tion set β as it gets closer to maximizing the accuracy, and
we update boundary values for the next epoch accordingly.
Eq. (12) has a nice property: for β=0, we have wi=1/|T |.
For β→∞, we have wi = 1 if wi = max({wi}i∈T ), oth-
erwise wi = 0. Thus, β interpolates between equalizing all
weights and the winner-takes-all solution.
5. Experiments
5.1. Datasets and Evaluation Protocols
HMDB-51 [42] consists of 6766 internet videos over 51
classes; each video has ∼20–1000 frames. We report the
mean accuracy across three splits.
YUP++ [19] contains 20 scene classes of so-called video
textures, 60 videos per class, and the splits contain scenes
captured by either the static or moving camera. We use the
standard splits (1/9 dataset for training) for evaluation.
MPII Cooking Activities [57] contains high-resolution
videos of people cooking dishes. The 64 activities from
3748 clips include coarse actions e.g., opening refrigerator,
and fine-grained actions e.g., peel, slice, cut apart. We use
the mean Average Precision (mAP) over 7-fold cross vali-
dation. For human-centric protocol [6, 8], we use the faster
RCNN [55] to crop video around human subjects.
Charades [61] consist of of 9848 videos of daily indoors
activities, 66500 clip annotations and 157 classes.
sp1 sp2 sp3 mean acc.
det1 42.00% 39.74% 40.39% 40.72%
det1 40.49% 40.13% 39.67% 40.09%
det3 43.78% 44.05% 41.97% 43.26%
det4 41.08% 39.22% 40.39% 40.23%
all+avg 42.50% 41.05% 41.01% 41.52%
all+max 43.25% 42.32% 42.09% 42.55%
all+wei 45.80% 44.52% 44.09% 44.80%
DEEP-HAL+all+avg 83.25% 82.24% 82.84% 82.77%
DEEP-HAL+all+max 83.18% 81.86% 82.84% 82.62%
DEEP-HAL+all+wei 84.01% 83.25% 83.10% 83.45%
Table 1: Evaluations of ODF on HMDB-51. (top) We evaluate
backbones such as (det1) Inception V2, (det2) Inception ResNet
V2, (det3) ResNet101 and (det4) NASNet. (middle) The average-
pooled, max-pooled and the weighted mean combination of all de-
tectors are given by (all+avg), (all+max) and (all+wei). (bottom)
Pre-trained DEEP-HAL combined with all four detectors by the
average-pooling, max-pooling and the weighted mean.
avg max wei
all 55.12% 42.34% 60.52%
DEEP-HAL+all 74.22% 71.85% 75.74%
Table 2: Pooling on YUP++. Results for the average-pooled
(avg), max-pooled (max) and the weighted mean (wei) of all detec-
tors (all) vs. pre-trained DEEP-HAL combined with all detectors
by the average-pooling, max-pooling and the weighted mean.
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Figure 4: The impact of β in the weighted mean on the classifica-
tion results. Figure 4a shows results for HMDB-51 on (top) four
detectors combined+SVM and (bottom) DEEP-HAL with four de-
tectors combined+SVM. Figure 4b shows results for YUP++.
5.2. Evaluations
Below, we show the effectiveness of our approach.
Firstly, we evaluate various components of our design.
Ground-truth ODF+SVM. Firstly, we evaluate our ODF
on SVM given the HMDB-51 dataset. We set n′ = 3 for
Eq. (9) and compare various detector backbones and pool-
ing strategies. Table 1 shows that all detectors perform sim-
ilarly with (det3) being slightly better than other methods.
Moreover, max-pooling on ODFs from all four detectors is
marginally better than the average-pooling. However, only
the weighted mean (all+wei) according to Eq. (12) appears
to outperform (det3) which highlights the need for the ro-
bust aggregation of ODFs. Similarly, when we combine
pre-trained DEEP-HAL with all detectors, the weighted
mean (DEEP-HAL+all+wei) performs best. Table 2 shows
the similar trend on YUP++ for which the weighted mean
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Figure 5: ODF eval. on SVM on four detectors (the weighted
mean). Fig. 5a and 5b show results on HMDB-51 and YUP++.
µ,u1, ...,ui, ς,ϕ, and λ2 correspond to the entries in Eq. (9).
(all+wei) outperforms the average-pooling by ∼ 4%. We
trained SVM only on videos for which at least one suc-
cessful detection occurred, thus a 75.74% accuracy is much
lower than the main results reported on the full pipeline
which copes with missing detections by skipping a stream
update if a ground-truth descr. is missing. Figure 4 shows
that parameter β 6=1 has a positive impact on reweighting.
Ground-truth SDF. The SDF on HMDB-51 and YUP++
yielded 24.35% and 32.68% accuracy. This is expected as
SDFs do not capture a discriminative information per se
but they locate salient spatial and temporal regions to co-
supervise and point the main network to important regions.
Multi-moment descr. Figure 5 shows that the concat. of
the mean and three eigenvectors according to Eq. (9) yields
good results but adding further vectors deteriorates the per-
formance. However, adding skewness and kurtosis (ς and
ϕ) further improves results, while adding eigenvalues has a
limited impact. Thus, overrepresentation of the probability
density with the full covariance (or too many eigenvectors)
best be avoided in favor of using higher-order moments.
HMDB-51. Table 3 shows several DEEP-HAL variants,
which all hallucinate BoW/FV/OFF. DEEP-HAL with our
reweighting mechanism (DEEP-HAL+W) outperforms the
original DEEP-HAL denoted as (HAF/BoW/FV hal.) [75]
by ∼ 0.8%. DEEP-HAL with our ODF and SDF descrip-
tors (DEEP-HAL+ODF) and (DEEP-HAL+SDF) outper-
form (HAF/BoW/FV hal.) by ∼ 1.8% and ∼ 1.4%, resp.
This shows that both ODF and SDF are effective, thus co-
supervising AR pipelines with object and saliency hypothe-
ses appears a valid training strategy. Combining DEEP-
HAL, ODF and SDF outperform DEEP-HAL by ∼ 2.7%
demonstrating the complementary nature of ODF and SDF.
Utilizing our weighting mechanism with DEEP-HAL, ODF
and SDF denoted as (DEEP-HAL+W+ODF+SDF) outper-
form (HAF/BoW/FV hal.) by ∼4.6%. Finally, DEEP-HAL
with weighting, and ODF and SDF with RBF feature maps
from Eq. (4) outperform (HAF/BoW/FV hal.) by ∼5.1%.
YUP++. Table 4 shows that ODF is better than SDF,
that is (DEEP-HAL+ODF) and (DEEP-HAL+SDF) out-
perform (HAF/BoW/FV hal.) by ∼ 0.6% and ∼ 0.2%,
resp. This is expected as YUP++ contains dynamic
sp1 sp2 sp3 mean acc.
DEEP-HAL+W 83.94% 82.50% 83.34% 83.26%
DEEP-HAL+ODF 85.03% 83.59% 84.25% 84.29%
DEEP-HAL+SDF 84.64% 83.20% 83.82% 83.88%
DEEP-HAL+ODF+SDF 86.14% 83.66% 85.81% 85.20%
DEEP-HAL+W+ODF+SDF 87.78% 86.27% 87.06% 87.04%
DEEP-HAL+W+G+ODF+SDF 88.37% 86.80% 87.52% 87.56%
ADL+I3D 81.5% [74] Full-FT I3D 81.3% [4]
EvaNet (Ensemble) 82.3% [53] PA3D + I3D 82.1% [80]
HAF/BoW/FV exact 82.50% [75] HAF/BoW/FV hal. 82.48% [75]
Table 3: Evaluations of (top) our methods and (bottom) compar-
isons to the state of the art on HMDB-51.
static dynamic mixed mean meanstat/dyn all
DEEP-HAL+ODF 95.00% 90.93% 93.52% 93.0% 93.2%
DEEP-HAL+SDF 94.96% 89.93% 93.58% 92.4% 92.8%
DEEP-HAL+SDF+ODF 95.10% 91.11% 93.61% 93.1% 93.3%
DEEP-HAL+W+SDF+ODF 96.30% 92.22% 94.17% 94.3% 94.2%
DEEP-HAL+W+G+SDF+ODF 96.30% 92.40% 94.35% 94.4% 94.4%
T-ResNet [19] 92.4% 81.5% 89.0% 87.0% 87.6%
ADL I3D [74] 95.1% 88.3% - 91.7% -
HAF/BoW/FV hal. [75] 94.8% 89.6% 93.3% 92.2% 92.6%
MSOE-two-stream [26] 97.0% 87.0% 91.8% 92.0% 91.9%
Table 4: Evaluations of (top) our methods and (bottom) compar-
isons to the state of the art on YUP++.
sp1 sp2 sp3 sp4 sp5 sp6 sp7 mAP
DEEP-HAL+W+ODF+SDF 82.5 85.1 85.6 83.5 86.6 80.8 81.2 83.6%
DEEP-HAL+W+G+ODF+SDF 83.3 87.6 85.6 83.4 86.6 83.2 83.6 84.8%
KRP-FS+IDT 76.1% [8] GRP+IDT 75.5% [6]
I3D+BoW/OFF MTL 79.1% [75] HAF/BoW/OFF hal. 81.8% [75]
Table 5: Evaluations of (top) our methods and (bottom) compar-
isons to the state of the art on MPII.
HAF/BoW/FV DEEP-HAL+ DEEP-HAL+
hal. [75] W+G+ODF (SK512) W+G+SDF (SK512)
43.1 47.22 45.30
DEEP-HAL+W+G+ DEEP-HAL+W+G+ DEEP-HAL+W+G+
ODF+SDF (SK512) ODF+SDF (SK1024) ODF+SDF (exact)
49.06 50.14 50.16
Table 6: Evaluations of our methods on the Charades dataset.
scenes without objects/specific saliency regions corre-
lating with class concepts. However, a combination
of detectors/saliency (DEEP-HAL+SDF) plus weighting
(DEEP-HAL+W+ODF+SDF) plus the RBF maps (DEEP-
HAL+W+G+ODF+SDF) outperform (HAF/BoW/FV hal.)
by ∼0.7%, ∼1.6% and ∼1.8% accuracy, resp.
MPII. Table 5 shows that we obtain ∼3.0% mAP improve-
ment over (HAF/BoW/FV hal.) due to detectors capturing
the human interaction with objects.
Charades. Table 6 (top) presents relative gains of our hallu-
cination pipeline (DEEP-HAL) with weighted mean pooling
(W) and the RBF maps (G) denoted as (DEEP-HAL+W+G).
sp1 sp2 sp3 mean acc.
wei+flat 86.47% 85.56% 86.27% 86.10%
wei+3 levels 88.37% 86.80% 87.52% 87.56%
Table 7: Evaluations of the flat single level weighted mean
(wei+flat) vs. three levels of weighted mean pooling (wei+3 levels)
on HMDB-51.
We evaluate Object Detection Features (ODF) and Saliency
Detection Features (SDF) after applying 512 dim. sketch-
ing (SK512). See our main paper for the details of the sketch
operation. The table shows that (DEEP-HAL+W+G+ODF
(SK512)) outperforms (DEEP-HAL+W+G+SDF (SK512)),
and both methods outperform the baseline (HAF/BoW/FV
hal.) [75] which highlights the usefulness of the ODF and
SDF descriptors.
Table 6 (bottom) shows that combining ODF and
SDF into (DEEP-HAL+W+G+SDF+ODF (SK512)) yields
49.06% mAP which constitutes on a ∼ 6% gain over the
baseline(HAF/BoW/FV hal.) [75]. This demonstrates that
ODF and SDF are highly complementary. Furthermore,
applying a larger sketch (DEEP-HAL+W+G+ODF+SDF
(SK1024)) yields 50.14% mAP which matches the use
(DEEP-HAL+W+G+ODF+SDF (exact)) that denotes a
late fusion by concatenation of ODF and SDF with the
stream resulting from DEEP-HAL fed into PredNet. Note
that (exact) indicates that ODF and SDF are not hal-
lucinated at the test time but they are computed on
the testing data. Thus, the results matching between
(DEEP-HAL+W+G+ODF+SDF (SK1024)) and (DEEP-
HAL+W+G+ODF+SDF (exact)) demonstrate that we can
hallucinate ODF and SDF at the test time while regaining
the full performance. This is especially important as the
main proposal of our idea is to save computational time and
hallucinate the detection and saliency features which boost
the results on Charades by ∼ 6% compared to the baseline
on which we build.
In contrast, the best currently reported papers such as
SlowFast networks [17] and AssembleNet [59] achieve
45.2% and 51.6% on Charades. We note the latter paper
is not peer-reviewed yet (as far as we can tell). We fur-
ther note that SlowFast networks and AssembleNet back-
bones can be used in place of I3D in our experimental
setup, thus our approach is ‘orthogonal’ to these latest de-
velopments which focus on heavy mining for combinations
of neural blocks/dataflow between them to obtain an ‘opti-
mal’ pipeline. We achieve similar results with a much more
principled approach based on multi-task and transfer learn-
ing which makes our pipeline lightweight in comparison to
competitors as we have no need for computations of the op-
tical flow, or detections and saliency on the test data at all.
Global ImageNet vs. object detectors. Various scores
from the object and saliency detectors which we use cannot
no. of av. frame no. of no. of no. of
frames count videos clips classes
HMDB-51 628635 92.91 6766 6766 51
YUP++ 166463 138.72 1200 1200 20
MPII 662394 176.73 44 3748 60
Charades 19978821 300.51 9848 66500 157
Table 8: Statistics of datasets used in our experiemnts.
be plugged directly into the DEEP-HAL due to the vary-
ing number of objects detected and the varying number of
frames, thus we propose and use ODF and SDF descrip-
tors. We also note that using a simplified variant of ODF
which stacks up ImageNet scores per frame into a matrix
(no detectors) to which we apply our multi-moment descrip-
tor yielded ∼ 4% worse results than our DEEP-HAL+ODF
(detectors-based approach) which yields 48.0% mAP. This
is expected as ImageNet is trained in a multi-class setting
(one object per image) while detectors let us model robustly
distributions of object classes and locations per frame.
6. Reweighting mechanism
In this experiment, we employ pipeline (DEEP-
HAL+W+G+SDF+ODF (SK512)) explained above. Typ-
ically, we use three levels of weighting mean pooling which
are applied to (i) four object detectors constituting on ODF,
(ii) two saliency detectors constituting on SDF, and (iii) the
final combination of HAF/BOW/FV/OFF/ODF/SDF. Thus,
below we investigate the performance of a single weighting
mean pooling step applied simultaneously to four object de-
tectors, two saliency detectors and the remaining streams.
Table 7 shows that using a flat single level weighted
mean pooling yields 86.1% accuracy on the HMDB-51
which is a ∼ 1.4% less compared to utilizing three lev-
els of weighted mean pooling. We expect that having one
weighted mean pooling per modality is a reasonable strat-
egy as for instance object category detectors may yield sim-
ilar responses thus they should be first reweighted for the
best ‘combined detector’ performance before being com-
bined with highly complementary modalities.
Finally, Figure 8 (top) demonstrates how our Golden-
search selects optimal β on the validation set of MPII
(split1). Figure 8 (bottom) demonstrates the corresponding
validation mAP (this is not the mAP score on the testing
set). Note that for the first 10 epochs we use β= 0 and we
start the Golden-search from epoch 11.
7. Dataset statistics and timing
Table 8 shows basic statistics re. datasets used in our ex-
periments. We note that Charades with 66500 uniquely an-
notated clips, 157 action labels and an average frame count
of 300 per clip is the largest among these datasets.
Table 9 introduces timing for object detectors used by
our ODF descriptors during training. We note that detec-
tions with all four object detectors which we use take∼1.47
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Figure 6: Visualization of the feature space (from PredNet) for DEEP-HAL in Fig. 6a and DEEP-HAL+ODF in Fig. 6b on the YUP++
dataset. For comparison, we circle regions with interesting changes.
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Figure 7: Visualization of the feature space (from PredNet) for DEEP-HAL in Fig. 7a and DEEP-HAL+ODF in Fig. 7b on the HMDB-51
dataset. For comparison, we circle regions with interesting changes.
second per frame. Thus, obtaining four ODF descriptors per
clip (uniquely annotated sequence to train or classify) takes
between 136 and 441 seconds. Table 10 introduces timing
for saliency detectors used in our SDF descriptors during
training. We note that detections with both saliency detec-
tors which we use take ∼ 0.9 second per frame, and ob-
taining both SDF descriptors per clip takes between 84 and
271 seconds. We do note that the major computational cost
is incurred due to detectors rather than our ODF and SDF
descriptors proposed in the main paper (their cost is mini-
mal). We further note that the idea of learning these costly
representations during training is very valuable. While the
total computations per training clip vary between 220 and
712 seconds, during testing time we obtain these represen-
DET1: DET2: DET3: DET4: ODF
Inception Inception ResNet101 NASNet total
V2 ResNet V2 AVA (+SVD)
sec. per frame 0.07 0.38 0.10 0.91 1.46 (+0.09)
s.p.c. HMDB-51 6.5 35.3 9.3 84.5 135.6 (+0.5)
s.p.c. YUP++ 9.7 52.7 13.9 126.2 202.5 (+0.8)
s.p.c. MPII 12.4 67.1 17.7 160.8 258.0 (+1.3)
s.p.c. Charades 21.0 114.2 30.0 273.5 438.7 (+2.6)
Table 9: Statistics of object detectors we use. We provide timings
such as seconds per frame (sec. per frame) and seconds per clip
(s.p.c.) for detectors used by ODF. The total time incurred by a
combined detector (ODF total) is also provided. We also compute
the time taken by the full SVD and all remaining ODF operations
described in the main paper, assuming ∼5 detections per frame.
SAL1: SAL2: SDF ODF+SDF
MNL ACLNet total total
(+Eq. (10)) (+Eq. (10)+SVD)
sec. per frame 0.60 0.30 0.90 (+0.003) 2.36 (+0.1)
s.p.c. HMDB-51 55.7 27.9 83.6 (+0.3) 219.2 (+0.8)
s.p.c. YUP++ 83.2 41.6 124.8 (+0.4) 327.3 (+1.2)
s.p.c. MPII 106.0 53.0 159.0 (+0.5) 417.0 (+1.8)
s.p.c. Charades 180.3 90.1 270.4 (+0.9) 709.1 (+3.5)
Table 10: Statistics of saliency detectors we use. We provide tim-
ings such as seconds per frame (sec. per frame) and seconds per
clip (s.p.c.) for detectors used by SDF. The total time incurred by a
combined detector (SDF total) is also provided. We also compute
the time taken by the descriptor in Eq. (10) and all remaining SDF
operations described in the main paper. Finally, we also provide
the combined ODF and SDF time (SDF+ODF total).
tations for free (milliseconds) thanks to DET1,...,DET4 and
SAL1/SAL2 units from Figure 2 (the main submission).
Assuming 25% of clips in charades for testing, that results
in 137 days of computational savings on a single GPU (con-
versely, 1 day savings on 137 GPUs). Given the obtained
6% boost on Charades over the baseline without ODF and
SDF, and the computational savings, we believe these statis-
tics highlight the value of our approach.
8. Visualization using UMAP [48]
Figure 6 is a visualization performed with UMAP [48]
on the YUP++ dataset. In Fig. 6a, top left corner contains
samples from classes in red, green, and blue colors which
partially overlap. In Fig. 6b, top left corner contains the
samples from the corresponding classes in red, green, and
blue colors. This time, the samples of these three classes
are well separated from each other.
Figure 7 is a visualization performed with UMAP [48]
on the HMDB-51 dataset. In Fig. 7a, bottom left corner
contains samples from classes in red and blue colors which
partially overlap. In Fig. 7b, bottom left corner contains
the samples from the corresponding classes in red and blue
colors. This time, the class-wise clusters seem to be more
clearly delineated and samples of these classes are separated
better from each other.
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Figure 8: Visualization of the Golden-search for the weight-
ing mechanism (final level weighting). (top) Illustration of how
the lower and upper estimates β(l) and β(u) converge as epochs
progress. (bottom) For every epoch, we set β=0.5(β(l)+β(u)) and
obtain the corresponding validation score (mAP) on MPII (split1).
As the epoch number advances, mAP improves and remains stable
as the Golden-search algorithm converges.
9. Conclusions
We have introduced two simple yet effective object and
saliency descriptors for the use with AR hallucination-based
networks. We have shown that modeling high-order statisti-
cal moments can result is small representations that can co-
supervise our AR pipeline. The findings are in line with re-
cent multi-task learning papers that argue that related tasks
can co-regularize the main task. We are the first to hal-
lucinate object and saliency detection cues with clear cut
improvements in accuracy.
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